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Cutting Tools
KWIKCUT, CUT-VICE, ROTOCUT & SWINGCUT

Type

Description

INSTRUCTIONS

Example

CUT -VICE
Cut-vice offers the ability to produce a clean cut for
conduit sizes 16mm to 40mm

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

ROTOCUT
Rotocut offers a simple but effective method for
cutting 20mm and 25mm S, SS, SP, LFH-SP and SN
steel conduit types.

KWIKCUT
Kwikcut is the ideal cutting tool for non-metallic
conduits (PA, PR, PI, PADL, CP, PP, KFL, KFS, KFM & XF)
up to 32mm.

Place the conduit between the cutting blade and
lower support, squeeze the handles and rotate the
conduit for a clean, easy cut. 
Spare blades are available.

Part No. KWIKCUT-BLADE

Place the conduit along the vice body and tighten the
clamp. Holding the conduit and integral handle together,
insert a hacksaw blade into the guide and cut. 
For braided conduit, wrap adhesive tape around the
cutting point to secure braid. Remove tape after cutting.

Type

Description

INSTRUCTIONS

Example

CUTTING & ASSEMBLY GUIDE
Assembly of all Adaptaflex’s conduit and fittings is now covered
in a new cutting instructions booklet, which covers the correct
cutting of conduit and how to assemble and attach the fittings.

By following the easy steps you are assured  of correct
installation and peak operating performance.

The booklet also provides useful tips, gained from actual
installation experiences, which just might save  you time in
the future, when next installing Adaptaflex flexible conduit
systems. - Ask for your copy today.

SWINGCUT
Swingcut is a versatile vice and saw combination tool
which facilitates a neat, square cut for liquid tight and
pliable conduits between 10mm and 32mm. Six to one
leverage advantage provides a strong cutting action.

Place the conduit in the vice and secure. Move the
operating handle backwards and forwards whilst
applying increasing pressure to the supporting
handle.
Hardened captive spring loaded retaining pins make
blade replacement easy. Spare blades are available.

Part No. SWINGCUT-BLADE

Adjust the clamping pin so that the conduit is just held in
the recess. Squeeze the lever and body whilst rotating
the cutting blade. When the blade appears on the inside
of the conduit, release the pressure and remove the
conduit. A simple twist will then separate the two parts.
Where the conduit is covered, the covering can be cut
prior to separation. Spare blades are available.

Part No. ROTOCUT-BLADE
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NEW Cutting Tools
KOPEX PIPETOOLS - PIPESLICE© & PIPE-PREP™

Type

Description

Example

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

KOPEX - PIPESLICE© & PIPE-PREP™
Kopex Corgi award winning products Pipeslice© & Pipe-Prep™ are available from Adaptaflex.
The labour-saving Kopex Pipe Tools require just a few twists of the wrist and their
encased design means that sharp edges are kept away from fingers. Their clever,
compact design makes both Pipeslice© and Pipe-prep™ suitable for use in the
tightest spaces and all models take little room in the toolbox.

Pipeslice© is the genuine pipe cutting tool. It is a single handed plumbing tool that makes
copper pipe cutting easy, with just a few simple twists of the wrist. A Corgi award winner for
technical innovation, the practical design allows single handed operation with automatic
adjusting and locking-on for ease of use.

Pipe-Prep™ is a brand new combination tool that cleans and deburrs copper pipe ends.
Flattening and smoothing, rather than grinding and cutting off burrs, the tool maintains the
integrity of the material and produces the right shape for subsequent joining. Pipe-Prep™

removes oxidisation, a common cause of pipe joint failures, making it easier and quicker to
achieve sound and reliable pipe connections

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

TPSS15 15mm Pipeslice© - Single Pack

TPSS21 21mm Pipeslice© - Single Pack

TPSS22 22mm Pipeslice© - Single Pack

TPSS27 27mm Pipeslice© - Single Pack

TPSS28 28mm Pipeslice© - Single Pack

TPPS15 15mm Pipe-prep™ - Single Pack

TPPS22 22mm Pipe-prep™ - Single Pack

TPSC1515 15mm Pipeslice© + 15mm Pipe-Prep™ - Combination Packs

TPSC2222 22mm Pipeslice© + 22mm Pipe-Prep™ - Combination Packs

TPST152228 15mm, 22mm, 28mm Pipeslice© - Professional Installer Pack

Both Pipeslice© and Pipe-prep™ are delivered in blister packs and new combination 

packs are available with a 15mm Pipeslice© and 15mm Pipe-prep™. A 22mm version 
is also available. For the professional installer there is a triple pack which includes the

popular sizes of 15mm, 22mm and 28mm Pipeslice©. Genuine replacement blades for

Pipeslice© models are sold separately.
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